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Practice Activities  

1. Underline the punctuation mistakes in these sentences. Then rewrite them 

correctly.  

a) Where can I find a magazine with articles about the environment.  

b) Oh my word. This is such a funny cartoon? 

c) “My mom said”, “You can read the entertainment section after me.” 

d) “Grandma, how do you know all the latest gossip, I asked.”  

e) Stop that, have you lost your mind.  

 

2. Rewrite the sentences below. Use the correct punctuation.  

a) Which section of the newspaper do you like to read 

b) I want to be a magazine journalist one day answered Redi  

c) Hooray our photo is on the front page 

d) Have you ever seen anything so beautiful  

e) My grandfather said Edward it is your democratic right to question 

everything you read 

 

3. The following paragraph is taken from a magazine but it contains errors. Edit 

and rewrite the paragraph using the correct punctuation.  

 

At the 2012 Olympics a young swimmer splashed onto the front pages of 

almost every newspaper headline wow what a sensation Chad le Clos the 

cool guy from Durban took the world by surprise when he claimed the gold 

medal from swimming champion Michael Phelps but he did not stop there he 

went on to win a second medal a silver le Clos said he had always admired 

Phelps ever since 2004 when he won six gold medals he has been my 

inspiration and role model le Clos said 

Apostrophe  

 

1. Edit and rewrite the paragraph below. Fill in an apostrophe where one is 

required or make a correction where an apostrophe is used incorrectly.  

 

My Life Sciences teachers knowledge is awesome. She is the one person 

who’s lessons I never want to miss. Our worksheet’s and notes are always 

interesting. The schools laboratories are also the best in the province. 

Some of the facts Ive learnt are that mosquitoe’s have 47 teeth, and all 

about the human bodys 206 bone’s. The boy’s and girl’s in my class all do 

amazing projects for the inter-schools biology expo. It’s a learners 

competition for all Grade 11s.  

 

2. This paragraph is from a science magazine. Edit and rewrite the 

paragraph. Correct the use of apostrophes and also fill in capital letters, 

full stops, commas and other punctuation marks where needed.  
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wow have you seen the latest invention it is the craziest idea i have seen 

in a long time in 2013 at the university of smallbrania a professor wetfoot 

decided to come up with an invention how to keep his shoes dry in the rain 

after a heavy storm the professors idea came to him as he took off his 

shoes soaked by the rain he went into his laboratory sat at his desk and 

began to make miniature umbrellas he then attached the umbrellas to the 

shoes soles to test his invention the professor stood in the shower and 

believe it or not came out with his shoes bone dry he is so pleased with his 

crazy brains work he is convinced that he is going to be the next winner of 

the nobel science prize 

  


